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View President Ford's Daily Diary (activities log) for this day

Roll # Frames Tone Subject - Proper Subject - Generic Names Geographic Location Photographer

A3669 1-23 Color standing, wearing suitcoat 
in first two frames; seated, 
coatless, reading 
documents under hooked 
rug of Presidential Seal in 
remaining frames

GRF Dorothy 
Downton's 
Office

Schumacher

A3669 24-25 Color Schumacher

A3670 1-3 Color Prior to trip to Burning Tree Country Club walking toward limousine; 
all not in every frame

GRF, Others Sidewalk 
Between Oval 
Office and 
South Driveway

Schumacher

A3670 4-5 Color taken from moving vehicle White House 
Grounds

Schumacher

A3671 2A-5A BW seated, coatless, reading 
documents under hooked 
rug of Presidential Seal

GRF Dorothy 
Downton's 
Office

Schumacher

A3671 6A-7A BW standing, talking; only GRF 
facing camera

GRF, Marsh, Scowcroft, 
Unidentified

Oval Office Schumacher
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